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The life cycle of a
global assignment
What are the secrets to launching
a successful global assignment?

The driving force
of social value
How can we evaluate whether charities
are creating as much impact as possible
given the resources they receive?
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iven the increasing opportunities brought
about by globalisation, a growing number of
businesses are looking to tackle markets beyond
their home borders. In 2013 Finn Partners, a USbased PR Group, were looking to do just that.

Having set up offices covering
the span of the US, Finn
Partners set their sights
on opening a UK office –
where? London.
It’s a well-known fact that
setting up an international
subsidiary brings its challenges,
so how exactly can businesses
based across the Atlantic, or
even across the globe, go about
effectively managing everyday
factors such as their finances?

Here’s the story of
Finn Partners:
Setting up an office in a foreign
land can be expensive – there
is no guarantee whether the
assignment will succeed. As
with any new business venture,
it is important to mitigate any
extra costs in the very early
stages. Rather than employ
a full-time Finance team in
London, Chantal (Managing
Director of Finn Partners’
UK subsidiary) decided to
outsource the company’s
finances to an external
accountant. This would free up
her team’s resources and allow
them to tap in to and leverage
a global knowledge base – all
while focusing on their core
business objectives.

After a meeting with her
colleague Mike, Finance
Director of the New York
parent company, they both
met with Neal from Raich Ende
Malter & Co. LLP (Finn Partners’
New York accountants) to
discuss their plans. As a
member of PrimeGlobal, Neal
reached out to his network
of contacts and introduced
Mike and Chantal to Buzzacott
Partner Simon Wax. Supported
by their association with
PrimeGlobal, Simon and the
Buzzacott team were able to
liaise directly with Neal in New
York and create a process for
Finn Partners that streamlined
their business plans. Since
working together, Simon and
his team have provided both
the internal reporting function
to Finn Partners in the US, as
well as support to the UK team
– including accounts training,
audit services and tax advice.
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Being member firms of
an association such as
PrimeGlobal means that
together we can help our
clients tackle the demands
of globalisation – around the
globe, around the clock.
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With another location ticked
off their list, Finn Partners later
acquired another company
that had offices in France and
Germany. This meant that
again, they had accountancy
needs in more unknown
territories. As their UK financial
advisor, Simon offered to
help and put them in contact
with Virginie from Afigec
(another PrimeGlobal member
firm) who now act as their
accountants in France.

Buzzacott is a member of PrimeGlobal
– an association of 350 independent accounting firms and
business advisors that have a presence in 90 countries. Being
a member firm helps us to combine a multinational capability
with the better informed, more personal approach of an
independently successful local firm. As part of the association we
are able to help our clients achieve their goals in international
markets – all from within our London-based office.

Do you have
business needs, both
internationally and
domestically?
Get in touch:

Mark Worsey
Partner, Corporate & Business
Services
+44 (0)20 7556 1330
worseym@buzzacott.co.uk

A taste of

Hong Kong life
In 2013 Buzzacott broke
its near 100-year-old
tradition and opened its first
office overseas – in Hong
Kong. Having relocated to
lead this new venture of
Buzzcott, Partner Carlo Gray
and Senior Manager Ishali
Patel are supported by the
resources of the 50-strong
Expatriate Tax Services team
in London (more info on
p.8). As expats themselves,
what is life like over in Hong
Kong? Here, self-confessed
foodie Ishali shows us the
best dim sum in town.
Dim sum is a traditional
Cantonese meal typically
eaten from morning to midafternoon. It generally consists
of small parcels of meat, fish
and/or vegetables, served in
steamed rice paper wrappers
or buns usually served directly
on the table in traditional
bamboo steamers, plus other
small dishes.
The two Chinese characters
representing the word dim
sum are 點 心.The first
character 點 means ‘little’ or
‘small’ and the second 心 is
the character for ‘heart’. The
most commonly accepted
story around dim-sum is
that they were prepared
by local people as a gift for
soldiers who were returning
victorious from war to say
thank- you for keeping them
safe. The two characters 點
心 are a shortened version of
the Chinese phrase 點點心意
which means “a little piece of
appreciation”.

Ishali Patel from our Hong Kong office shares some of her favourite
dim sum dishes, all of which can be found on the menu at either Majesty
or Social Place in Hong Kong.

Majesty

Siu Mai

Ham Sui Gok

Siu Mai is a pork dumpling
traditionally served with a
sprinkling of crab roe on the top.

Heart attack central but Ham
Sui Gok, fried pork dumplings,
is my favorite dim sum!

Ma Lai Go (steamed egg-yolk
cake pudding)
Closest thing to the perfect
dim sum dessert!

Social Place

Har Gau (steamed prawn
dumplings) grapefruit shaped
A twist on the traditional Har
Gau, the dumpling wrapper is
infused with grapefruit flavour
adding a lovely citrus twist
to the dish and making the
dumplings look amazing!

Truffle shiitake bao

Pork belly slider

This ingenious take on “bao”
(steamed rice flour buns)
comes out looking like the
mushrooms that filled them
and a beautiful truffle flavor
throughout. Delicious!

Couldn’t leave without trying
one of the signature dishes and
the pork belly slider did not
disappoint! The addition of sugar
crumbs and pickles made the
dish mouth wateringly good!

Contact Ishali:
Ishali Patel
Senior Manager, Expatriate Tax Services (Hong Kong)
+852 3752 8885 | pateli@buzzacott.com.hk

Despite the fact that too much
dim sum will hit the waistline
pretty fast, for me it’s one
of the best elements of local
Cantonese cuisine.

